VFusion: Artificial intelligence and clinical expert knowledge platform
demonstrates superior sepsis early warning performance that can
save lives
Analysis of data for patients at a 110+ bed hospital shows profound potential impact on
morbidity, mortality and reimbursement utilizing new diagnostic, prognostic models

Executive summary
This report summarizes a live, five-month “silent” pilot of a sepsis Early Warning Alert (EWA) system
called VFusion at a 110+ bed hospital in the Southeast. During the study period the VFusion
platform monitored data entered by the hospital staff into the electronic medical record (EMR), which
was provided to VFusion via HL7 data links at irregular intervals, depending on which feed was
being used (labs, ADT, medications, etc.). Both coded data and free-text clinical notes were used by
the VFusion platform in identifying patients with sepsis. Although patients meeting sepsis criteria
triggered alerts as they occurred during their encounters, for this study VFusion was run in silent
mode with detected patients and associated criteria flagged for subsequent analysis, without delivery
of notifications to providers for possible intervention. Flagged cases were retrospectively examined
to understand the relationship and timing of VFusion sepsis alerts when compared to existing sepsis
screening tools and intervention protocols used by hospital staff to detect sepsis as evidenced by
documented clinical indications, diagnosis and treatment. The objective of this study was to
determine the clinimetric performance of VFusion for early recognition of sepsis; to understand
sepsis prevalence and to identify potential opportunities for quality improvements in sepsis
recognition and management. Our results suggest that over the study period sepsis was significantly
underrecognized and underreported. Despite some limitations in the data provided by the hospital,
VFusion was able to detect hundreds of cases of unrecognized sepsis – including 35 or more
missed cases of septic shock – in this population, with the potential to have reduced preventable
morbidity and mortality through timely antibiotic treatment, as well as gaining the full reimbursement
for treating this life-threatening condition.

VFUSIONTM
Applying the analytic power of Vivace’s advanced Artificial Intuition TM platform to provide
clinicians with disease-specific diagnostic insights in time to save lives and arrest disease
progression.

Clinicians & Machines, Thinking Together
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Key takeaways
















The pilot hospital was mostly focused on a limited definition of sepsis to satisfy the Medicare core
measure (SEP-1) based on severe sepsis as defined by the Sepsis-2 measures. It resulted in
66% of the total detected sepsis cases being missed without simultaneously using the Sepsis-3
syndrome in the VFusion detection engine.
Of 14,392 patient encounters in the trial period, VFusion found 1,648 cases of sepsis, and 1,225
cases of severe sepsis. Three hundred twenty eight (328) of these cases were confirmed by both
the Sepsis-2 and Sepsis-3 protocols (see page 4).
VFusion provides two major benefits for the SEP-1 Core Measure for the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS). First, it extracts most or all of the relevant data required for
reporting, saving hours of manual chart extraction by the quality group. Second, once severe
sepsis is triggered, it alerts the clinical staff to all necessary tests and treatment and provides
additional alerts on missing orders prior to the expiration of the required treatment window –
greatly improving compliance with this protocol, which currently averages less than 50% for most
hospitals (51% for this hospital).
Of the 74 reported cases of CMS SEP-1 (triggered by the CMS definition), the VFusion Sepsis-2
model detected 64 cases (86%). The variance was only due to missing or delayed data in HL7
feeds. The net result is that VFusion performed as expected and caught all cases where the data
was presented as required for detection.
Of the 58 cases detected by the VFusion Sepsis-2 alert for septic shock, 38 were not on the
SEP-1 report (which they should have been, as severe sepsis is a predicate diagnosis to septic
shock), resulting in potentially serious delayed or inadequate treatment for those patients. It also
resulted in a missed opportunity for revenue for a septic shock case, which could be as high as
$30,000 per patient.
During the five-month period, there were 353 cases of VFusion-identified Sepsis-2 severe sepsis
cases that were not on the SEP-1 report. Of these, there were 83 cases with no antibiotics
administered, suggesting under treatment and/or delayed treatment, creating a huge opportunity
to improve patient outcomes due to earlier intervention, potentially preventing five deaths (see
Table 5). These cases, if properly coded for billing, could have produced up to an additional
$10,000 each, or $3.53 million of revenue. The VFusion dashboard allows for continual risk
scoring for sepsis displayed on the patient page. As shown in Tables 10 and 11, after just six
hours, Machine Learning (ML) can predict a subsequent sepsis event with an AUC of .95 – a high
score for a measure’s ability to predict an outcome. The most important variables were lactate,
blood culture orders, weak infection indicators, white blood cell count, creatinine and temperature.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is vital to both detection of sepsis and the early recognition
of sepsis. From earlier literature, over half of typical ICU patients have an infection. Utilizing our
analysis of MIMIC ICU patients (58,976 admissions), for those admissions having a positive NLP
flag for suspected infection, 78.8% did not have a corresponding structured infection data
element present to confirm an infection (antibiotic order, blood cultures/order, etc.), likely resulting
in missed or delayed recognition of sepsis. For example, in the 2,646 (30%) cases where the NLP
triggered a sepsis detection before being confirmed by a structured data element, the average
diagnostic delay was 79 hours with a median diagnostic delay of 7 hours.
In a study of mortality scoring systems, comparisons using VFusion 3-slice knowledge-basedriven DBN (Dynamic Bayesian Network) against 24,506 ICU encounters (MIMIC ICU data) from
19,623 patients with evidence of suspected infection identified using NLP on nursing notes found
VFusion to have 0.91 AUC for accurately predicting mortality risk, outperforming all other scoring
tools (see Table 15).
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Methodology
We utilized EMR (MEDITECH) clinical data associated with 14,349 encounters/9,276 total unique patients
over the period June 11, 2018, to Nov. 12, 2018, at a 110+ bed community hospital in the Southeast U.S.
Most cases (11,236, or 78% of total) involved emergency department-only encounters, 1,747 (12%) were
ED/ICU or ward encounters, and 1,366 (9.5%) were direct admissions/transfers. The average patient age
was 50. For reference, the national average of inpatient stays coded as sepsis is 4.3%. Our data analysis
and prior literature indicate that fewer than half of sepsis cases are properly coded as sepsis in the EMR
and in subsequent billing. Sepsis is also the highest cause of preventable readmissions in hospitals, at
12.2%.
Table 1: Where patients were treated during this period
Care site
Overall
ED only
ED/ICU/Ward
Direct admissions
Sepsis cases (any severity detected by VFusion)

No. encounters
14,349
11,235
1,747
1,366
1648

No. patients % of total
9,276
100
NA
78
NA
12
NA
9.5
NA
11.5%
Average patient age: 50

Data received includes real-time HL7 admissions/discharge/transfer; medications and orders containing
both structured (e.g., coded/time-stamped vitals, labs, medications); and unstructured (nursing triage
notes, physician progress notes, radiology reports) EMR-recorded data; and, when available for telemetry
patients, real-time patient vitals data via interfaces to automated vital signs monitors. (For more see Note
1 in the Notes section at the end of this report).

VFusion diagnostic models
There are two definitions of sepsis in operational use today in U.S. hospitals, both of which are modeled
in VFusion. Sepsis-2, which was a 2001 update of a 1991 model, uses Systemic Inflammatory Response
Syndrome (SIRS) criteria. Patients who met two or more of these criteria fulfilled the definition of SIRS;
Sepsis-2 is defined as infection or suspected infection concurrent with the onset of SIRS.
SIRS criteria include:
 Tachycardia (heart rate >90 beats/min)
 Tachypnea (respiratory rate >20 breaths/min.)
 Fever or hypothermia (temperature >100.4ºF or <96.8ºF)
 Leukocytosis, leukopenia, or bandemia (white blood cells >1,200/mm3, <4,000/mm3 or bandemia
≥10%)
In 2016 a task force convened by national medical societies in the U.S. and Europe proposed a new
definition of sepsis, termed Sepsis-3. It defines sepsis as life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a
dysregulated host response to infection. The new definition abandoned use of SIRS in identification of
sepsis and eliminated the term “severe sepsis.” Sepsis-3 uses Sequential Organ Failure Assessment
(SOFA) scoring to assess the severity of organ disfunction in a potentially septic patient.
Sepsis-2 remains in more common use, though some insurance companies (United Health) and many
hospitals have moved to the newer Sepsis-3 definition. VFusion is agnostic to the attempt to favor a
single definition and simultaneously monitors all patients for both defined sepsis syndromes. In many
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cases, both definitions will trigger alerts for the same patient, but there are cases where only one triggers
at all, or one triggers significantly sooner, providing superior sensitivity for sepsis and earlier warning for
intervention uses VFusion.
The goal of this section is to outline VFusion’s performance for early detection of a sepsis diagnosis,
which is different than predicting a sepsis diagnosis using ML – covered in a later section of this report.
To illustrate the value of VFusion’s multi-syndrome detection approach, Table 2 is a breakdown of
detected syndromes by type for this five-month period. If the Sepsis-2 definition alone was used, 66% of
the total identified sepsis cases would have been missed. It further shows that even when both alerts
trigger, there is a significant delay in the Sepsis-2 detection trigger after the Sepsis-3 alert has triggered
for almost all cases. This is a significant opportunity for improved diagnosis and early treatment, as well
as a missed opportunity for revenue. (More details are discussed in the Results section below.) If we
include the earliest stage of sepsis under the Sepsis-2 definition, the number of total sepsis cases
increases by 423 for this period. It is also important to note that using only the Sepsis-3 definition is not
optimal, as many cases would be missed, as evident in a recent study and from our own data analysis. In
this study, 57% of patients meeting the definition of Sepsis-2 for septic shock did not meet Sepsis-3
criteria. Although Sepsis-3 criteria identified a group of patients with increased organ failure and higher
mortality, those patients who met the Sepsis-2 and not Sepsis-3 criteria still demonstrated significant
organ failure and 14% mortality rate.

Table 2: Distribution of detection by protocol (Sepsis-2 vs. Sepsis-3)
Detection definitions

Count

Percent

Sepsis-2 severe sepsis and NOT Sepsis-3

88

7.18%

Sepsis-3 and NOT Sepsis-2 severe sepsis

809

66.04%

Sepsis-3 and Sepsis-2 severe sepsis

328

26.78%

1,225

100.00%

327

99.70%

Sepsis-2 and NOT Sepsis-3

511

31.01%

Sepsis-3 and NOT Sepsis-2

644

39.08%

Sepsis-3 and Sepsis-2

493

29.92%

1,648

100.00%

492

99.80%

Total Sepsis-2 severe sepsis and/or Sepsis-3
Sepsis-3 and Sepsis-2 severe sepsis >= 2 hours
Non-severe sepsis results

Total Sepsis-2 and/or Sepsis-3
Sepsis-3 and Sepsis-2 >= 2 hours

As you can see from the definitions in Table 3 below, the constructs of sepsis and its disease progression
are subtle and complex, defying attempts to build formulaic “rules-based"’ algorithms to detect it reliably
without unacceptable levels of false alarms. Most existing algorithms or ML techniques attempt to use
only “coded” or otherwise “structured” data (such as vitals or labs); however, the constructs of “despite
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adequate fluid resuscitation” or “consequent to infection” are not usually readily available in coded data.
VFusion includes powerful, disease-specific NLP of all clinical notes, where phrases such as “observed
Table 3: Two sepsis models – stages of progression
Sepsis-2

Sepsis-3

Sepsis = 2 SIRS criteria plus suspected or
proven infection

Sepsis is first defined as equivalent to severe sepsis in this
model.

Severe sepsis = sepsis + organ dysfunction
consequent to infection (respiratory distress,
abnormal labs, hypotension)

Sepsis - Identified by either an acute change in total SOFA
score (SOFA >= 2) consequent to infection or in non-ICU
settings, or a “quick SOFA” score (qSOFA >=2) consequent to
infection

Septic shock = severe sepsis + refractory
hypotension (fluids/vasopressors) or lactate > 4

Septic shock is sepsis and needing vasopressors to maintain
MAP > 65 AND lactate > 2 despite adequate fluid resuscitation
Annals of Emergency Medicine, May 2016

purulent discharge from wound” or “patient is confused” or “need to obtain order for culture” are early
manifestations of “suspected infection.” Documentation in free text physician and nursing notes generally
occurs far earlier than a coded result, such as a positive culture result or even an order for cultures.
Not to be confused with the above definitions for sepsis, VFusion has also modeled and implemented the
Sepsis (SEP-1) Core Measure, a quality reporting mandate from CMS. It retains severe sepsis and septic
shock definitions in the Sepsis 2 definition above. Once a diagnosis of severe sepsis occurs, data for
each case must be tracked and reported to CMS under the core measure. The program has a rigorous
set of metrics and care bundles, and requires that the documented infection source, SIRS, and organ
dysfunction criteria all be met within a 6-hour window to trigger the severe sepsis care bundle mandates
under the CMS SEP-1 protocol. (For more see Note 2.)
VFusion provides two major benefits for SEP-1 Core Measure for CMS. First, it extracts most or all of the
relevant data required for reporting, saving hours of manual chart extraction. Second, once severe sepsis
is triggered, it alerts the clinical staff to all necessary tests and treatment and provides additional alerts on
missing orders prior to the expiration of the required treatment window – greatly improving compliance
with this protocol, which currently averages less than 50% for most hospitals (51% for this hospital). Why
is this SEP-1 bundle important? In a recent study, in-hospital mortality was reduced from 57.3% in the
historical group to 37.5% in the intervention group (p = .001). The intervention group had also lower
overall length of stay (LOS) for survivors in the hospital by 5 fewer days and 2.5 fewer days in the
intensive care units. This additional LOS increases cost by $10,000 to $25,000 per case for the same
billed DRG, and there is no additional revenue to cover the additional costs by the hospital.
For sepsis, VFusion employs three classes of EMR data analytics:





Diagnostic analysis of structured real-time EMR data streams based on physician-guided,
disease-specific reasoning/knowledgebase expressed as concept maps seeking to identify
patients that meet sepsis clinical criteria in early stages of progression (early detection)
NLP of unstructured data to extract disease-specific clinical features and incorporate them into
the reasoning engine
Prognostic analysis (machine learning) of structured retrospective data that has been
“semantically enhanced” (including features, feature relationships and outcomes) to project
patient risk of disease progression and/or mortality
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In general, VFusion predictive models based on machine learning utilize the same clinical expert
knowledge system (ontology, see example in appendix 3) used in diagnostic models to “interpret” training
data (i.e., machine learning supervised by disease-specific expert knowledge ontology). This
interpretation includes semantic harmonization of heterogeneous data found in EMR data as well as
across distinct EMRs, semantic annotation of features (e.g. “prophylactic antibiotic,” “non-infectious fever
following surgery,” etc.), features extracted from free text notes using NLP, as well as ontological
generation of case labels (in lieu of ICD-based labels) to be used in supervised training data. Case labels
can include intermediate disease states, such as ‘suspected infection’, SIRS or Severe Sepsis, or other
outcomes, such as mortality or readmission. This is a critical differentiation, as our system optimizes to
identify and reduce the risk of disease progression and other adverse outcomes, such as readmission or
organ failure – as opposed to most ML risk assessments, which focus only on risk of mortality. Table 4
compares various approaches to AI for EMR analytics.
Table 4: Competitive overview
Key features

Disease-specific expert
knowledge system
Defined clinical rules and
relationships
Natural language
processing
Machine learning
Also detects pediatric
sepsis, ARDS, and
related syndromes
Outcomes track sepsis
progression, not just
mortality
Demonstrated early
warning performance
SEP-1 CMS protocol
initiation and compliance
tracking
Whole hospital
surveillance – including
ER, ICU

Surveillance
software
(Vigilanz)

EMR rule
systems
(Cerner, Epic)

X

X

Machine
learning from
vital signs
(Dascena)

Big data deep
learning
platforms
(IBM Watson)

VFusion
Artificial
Intuition Total sepsis
solution

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

In terms of specific machine learning algorithms, we recognize that no one algorithm is “best” for all
classes of predictive problems and training data characteristics (e.g., outcome being predicted, such as
sepsis or mortality, distinctive characteristic of EMR data captured in ED vs. wards vs. ICU,
missing/sparse/imbalanced data, training data noise). Thus, as discussed above, VFusion typically
evaluates multiple models in parallel for a given training dataset. (For more, see Note 3.) The VFusion
platform is also readily expandable to comprehend multiple types of related diseases (ARDS, kidney
failure, pediatric sepsis, etc.), which further helps its diagnostic discrimination, minimizing false or nonspecific alerts. It also invokes more patient-specific, expert-knowledge ontologies for certain comorbidities and histories. There is also a fully developed ontology for pediatric patients from birth to age
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18. All of these models run simultaneously as new patient information is assimilated from the EMR in
near-real time.
In the context of asynchronous clinical signs/symptoms data, an important heuristic is the temporal
validity of asynchronously observed differing signs or symptoms to be used for inferencing. For example,
in previous National Institutes of Health-sponsored research, VFusion achieved high levels of Sepsis-2
sensitivity by successfully using rules for detection of SIRS, infection and organ dysfunction criteria
assuming labs and symptoms/signs of infection were valid for 72 hours and vitals for 24 hours. The
temporal validity for each data element can be learned or manually adjusted to optimize the balance of
sensitivity vs. specificity and to be tolerant of different data intervals (such as the data frequency in the
ICU vs. general wards).

Results summary
Of the 74 cases of CMS SEP-1 reported cases by the hospital team (triggered by a severe sepsis
diagnosis per CMS), the VFusion Sepsis-2 model detected 64 cases (86%). Of the 10 cases that did not
trigger our detection alert, three were due to missing vitals failing to trigger SIRS and four were due to
missing organ dysfunction data (e.g., systolic BP captured manually and not reported in either the ADT or
IATRIC feed). The remaining three triggered our Sepsis-2 alert, detecting all events, but not in the timing
of the SEP-1 6-hour window, due to the sparse availability of the data in the ADT feed. The entered data
is not time-stamped when taken, so we only have the latest reading at the time the ADT message arrives.
The net result is that VFusion performed as expected and caught all cases where the data was presented
as required for detection. These data non-conformities from the HL7 feeds are a fixable problem with
support from IT, and the data quality continued to improve as we worked together with the hospital to
improve the reliability of data elements in the feed.

Septic shock gap analysis
Of the 58 cases detected by the VFusion Sepsis-2 alert for septic shock, 38 were not on the SEP-1
report (which they should have been, as severe sepsis is a predicate diagnosis to septic shock), resulting
in potentially serious delayed or inadequate treatment for those 38 patients, and it also resulted in a
missed opportunity for revenue for a septic shock case, which could be as high as $30,000 per patient.
Notably one patient with a SOFA of 11 in this cohort died. Only 14 cases were ICD9 coded as septic
shock during this five-month period by the hospital. This demonstrates that there were perhaps 38 missed
cases of septic shock, where the clinical team could have been alerted by VFusion, facilitating earlier
intervention and preventing decompensation and mortality, as well as a huge potential missed revenue
opportunity up to (38 x $30,000 = $1.14 million). (For a more detailed and annualized ROI analysis for this
hospital, see Appendix 4.)

Sepsis-2 severe sepsis gap analysis
During the five-month period, there were 353 cases of VFusion Sepsis-2 severe sepsis cases that were
not on the SEP-1 report. Of these, there were 83 cases with no antibiotics, suggesting under treatment
and/or delayed treatment, creating a huge opportunity to improve patient outcomes due to earlier
intervention, potential preventing five deaths (see Tables 5 and 6). These cases, if properly coded for
billing, could have produced up to an additional $10,000 x 353 = $3.53 million of revenue.
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Table 5: Unreported severe sepsis cases without antibiotics
Total cases: 83
14 triggered the infection flag based on recorded nursing assessments of infection risk
20 triggered by culture orders
49 triggered by symptoms
5 deaths (mean age 71.2 years)

Table 6: Unreported severe sepsis cases with antibiotics: 270
29 triggered by low systolic blood pressure organ dysfunction (OD) criteria
58 triggered CR lab OD criteria but 24 of these had a recorded chronic renal disease
66 triggered elevated lactate OD criteria
16 Bilirubin
23 International normalized ratio (INR)
25 Platelet counts
47 BiPAP/ventilator use

Sepsis-2 vs. Sepsis-3 detection performance during this pilot
The following tables illustrate the value of having both Sepsis 2 and Sepsis 3 ontologies simultaneously
operating on incoming data for this hospital.
Table 7: Sepsis-3 based model detection distribution
ED quick SOFA detection and equivalent Spesis-2 detection
qSOFA sepsis (sepsis-3)
qSOFA sepsis + Sepsis-2 severe sepsis (both models
triggered)
Cases where only sepsis-3 definition triggered (57%)
Sepsis-3 and equivalent severe sepsis detection
Sepsis-3 sepsis
Sepsis-3 sepsis + Sepsis-2 severe sepsis
Cases where only sepsis-3 triggered (71%)
Sepsis-3 sepsis only comparison
Sepsis-3 sepsis/no weak infection indicator used
Sepsis-3 sepsis + Sepsis-2 sepsis
Sepsis-3 vs. Sepsis-2 shock detection comparison
Sepsis-3 shock
Sepsis-3 shock + Sepsis-2 shock
Cases where only Sepsis-3 triggered (31%)

Cases

Deaths

% Mortality

373
160

3
12

0.8%
7.5%

213

4

1.8%

1,137
328
809

28
17
11

2.5%
5.2%
1.4%

847
492

21
22

2.5%
4.5%

13
9
4

2
1
1

15.4%
11.1%
25%

Table 7 clearly shows that SIRS-based models, like Sepsis-2, miss many cases where the patient would
have benefited from the treatment regimen indicated for the sepsis diagnosis. Antibiotic therapy initiated
(non-prophylactic) is often a good proxy for recognition of a sepsis diagnosis. Table 8 shows the profound
number of patients who could have benefited from antibiotic therapy, including many who died.
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Table 8: Impact of lack of antibiotic therapy
qSOFA and Sepsis-2 severe sepsis both triggered: 160 cases, 12 deaths
 21 cases with no antibiotics administered; four deaths
qSOFA triggered, but did not trigger Sepsis-2 severe sepsis: 213 cases, 4 deaths
 130 of these cases with no antibiotics administered; three deaths
Sepsis-3 sepsis and Sepsis-2 severe sepsis triggered 328 cases, 17 deaths
 62 of these cases with no antibiotics administered; five deaths
Sepsis-3 triggered but Sepsis-2 severe sepsis did not: 809 cases, nine deaths
 384 of these cases with no antibiotics administered, and in this group, six deaths

Of course, the revenue implications are also very significant. If we focus on the 809 Sepsis 3 cases that
were not diagnosed as sepsis using the traditional Sepsis 2 definition, at $10K per case, the potential
upside revenue could be $8.09 million. This depends on how many, if any, of these cases were coded as
sepsis using ICD-9 and then subsequently billed as sepsis cases using the appropriate DRG codes and
supporting documentation.

Sepsis predictive models
Thus far, we have focused on early detection of sepsis using multiple, simultaneous detection engines.
To analyze the performance of our predictive models, the data of patients who visited emergency
department (ED), intensive care unit (ICU) and inpatient wards is extracted as occurred over the same
period June 11, 2018 to Nov. 12, 2018. Among 9,276 patients across 14,349 encounters, 1.4% (127)
were ventilated, and 3.5% (328) had sepsis diagnosis labeled using the both the sepsis-2 severe sepsis
algorithm as well as the Sepsis-3 SOFA-based algorithm using concurrent use of antibiotics and culture
orders as “strong” evidence of infection. (See notes 4 and 5 and appendix 1.)
As noted above, 90% of all cases analyzed came through the ED. Of those, 1747 (13.5%) were
admitted, with a median of 3.3 hours in the ED before being admitted. The average LOS was 5.5 days.
To further illustrate the limited sensitivity of ICD9 codes for sepsis, the table below shows only 287 total
cases of sepsis through the ER during the 5 month period, with only 32 coded severe sepsis or shock.
VFusion identified 1,648 cases of sepsis during this period (of all encounters) and 1,225 of these were
severe sepsis. Many competing techniques benchmark themselves using ICD9 codes for sepsis as a gold
standard. ICD-9 is a very poor benchmark, as it misses more than half the cases as discussed above,
resulting in extremely poor sensitivity. (See ICD-9 study of missed cases from chart review.)
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Table 9: ED encounters in the study period with ICD-9 codes for sepsis
Average length of
stay in the ED
4.2 hours

Avg. LOS for
admissions
133 hours

No. of deaths

Overall ED
1,747
68
admissions (13.5%
of ED visits)
Sepsis ICD coded
130
NA
134 hours
6
cases (includes
other codes)
Sepsis only ICD
125
NA
134 hours
4
code on arrival
Severe sepsis ICD
18
NA
133 hours
0
code
ICD-coded septic
14
NA
202 hours
2
shock
Total ICD-9 coded
287 (16.4% of total
NA
137 hours
12
sepsis cases
ED cases)
Total ICD9 coded
32 (1.8% of total ED NA
163 hours
2
severe sepsis or
cases)
shock
(For reference the total cases of severe sepsis or shock listed on the SEP-1 report for Medicare were 74. Only 32 of
the 74 reported sepsis cases had the appropriate ICD code. The total admissions, including direct admissions,
during this period were 3,113.)

Sepsis-2 based prediction using Machine Learning techniques
In addition to early detection of sepsis and detecting missed cases of sepsis, Vivace has built models for
predicting “sepsis” (Sepsis-2 and Sepsis-3 were both used as canonical detections of sepsis in separate
models shown below). The ML engine allows for imperfect data, as missing patient lab and vitals values
are imputed using medians of each variable within a single time slice. The initial time slice starts at time of
admission into the first care unit with data collected into slices based on hours of data. Sepsis detection is
when sepsis-2 criteria were met as shown in table 10 any time during the patient encounter. Table 11
shows results where sepsis is detected as defined under sepsis-3 any time during the patient encounter.
The ML is predicting a positive sepsis event that occurs after the window of observation (6 or 12 hours).
The tables below contain the performance of the best performing ML model at a threshold providing at
least an 80% rate of sensitivity across the different feature sets.
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Table 10: Sepsis-2 prediction performance metrics
Time

Metric

6 hours

AUC*
Sensitivity
Specificity
NPV
PPV
EFP/day**

All features (labs,
vital signs,
antibiotics, and
infection
indicators-NLP)
0.946

All features
except vital
signs

All features
except labs

0.94

0.88

0.809
0.935
0.993
0.281
6.16

0.812
0.933
0.993
0.276
6.32

0.805
0.851
0.992
0.145
14.14

12 hours

AUC
0.95
0.95
Sensitivity
0.831
0.825
Specificity
0.943
0.942
NPV
0.994
0.994
PPV
0.313
0.308
EFP/day**
5.3
5.4
* area under the receiver operating curve; ** estimated false positives/day

Only vital signs used

0.87
0.808
0.826
0.992
0.127
16.48

0.909
0.805
0.899
0.993
0.288
9.5

As expected, performance improved as the observation window increased from 6 to 12 hours. Even
using vital signs only, the ML performance was good, with an AUC of .87. Note that even though the
hospital data was used in this analysis, the ML function was not active for the hospital pilot and was
not used to predict sepsis at the request of the hospital pilot team. During this pilot, only specific
detections of the sepsis-2 severe sepsis alert was compared with the hospital’s internal list for CMS
SEP-1 reporting. The VFusion dashboard allows for continual risk scoring for sepsis displayed on
the patient page. As shown in Table 10 and 11, after just six hours, the ML can predict a subsequent
sepsis event with an AUC of .95.
The ML included the NLP indicators of infection, which recognizes weak and strong indicators of
infection from free text, like “suspected infection” or “possible pneumonia” or “infiltrate found,” etc.
Table 11 below shows there is a drop in performance if NLP is removed. Also removing vitals has
less effect, due to sepsis-3 definitions using primarily organ failure detections rather than vital signs
leading to SIRS.
Table 11: Predicting Sepsis-3 using weak infection evidence
Time

Metric

All features except
infection indicators
from NLP
0.958

All features except infection
indicators and vitals

AUC

All features (including labs,
vitals, infection indicatorsNLP, antibiotics)
0.961

1 slice,
6 hours

Sensitivity
Specificity
NPV
PPV
EFP/day

0.801
0.959
0.992
0.41
3.8

0.815
0.942
0.993
0.334
5.46

0.816
0.936
0.991
0.365
6.0

0.950
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The specifics of the relative importance of variables in predicting sepsis is shown in the following figures.
A number of missing indicators contributes greatly to a successful prediction, indicating missing
measurements in clinical setting is not at random. The most important variables were lactate, blood
culture orders, weak infection indicators from NLP, WBC, Creatinine, and Temperature.

Fig. 1: Variable importance, 6 hours - all features

Fig. 2 Variable importance 6 hours - no vitals

Fig. 3 Variable Importance six hours - no labs

Fig. 4 Variable importance 6 hour - no labs/weak

Fig.
5:
Varia
ble 6
hours
Sepsi
s-3

Fig.
6:
Variable importance – 6 hour Sepsis-3
(no infection feature included)

(all features)
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Fig. 7: Variable importance – 6-hour Sepsis-3 – no
infection and vital features included

(For more figures, see appendix 2)

Natural language processing models
NLP is primarily used in this context to divine a “suspected infection” or “consequent to infection” from the
free text notes. As suggested by the models above, pre-culture detection of suspected infections in early
stage sepsis is a key element in early sepsis recognition and management. In the case of data, beyond
“strong” evidence of suspected infections (use of antibiotics and/or culture orders), we were given
structured “clues” in the form of triage nurse “infection screen” assessments as well as presenting
symptoms that formed the basis of “weak infection” evidence in our studies. (See Note 6.)
We used VFusion’s NLP machine learning model, trained on MIMIC critical care data, to analyze
available clinical notes from June 11-July 21, 2018 – a total of 30,784 notes for 6,060 unique visits. Of
these, 3,814 unique visit IDs have first location specified as “ER” (a total of 24,742 clinical notes). The
notes were preprocessed by applying rules to remove the “Coded Allergies” section from EMR data, since
it could contain infection-treating antibiotics, which confuses the existing ML model. Similarly, as a
preprocessing step, the “Discontinued Medications” sections were removed for similar reasons. The
model was evaluated against a ground truth derived by looking up visits for which an antibiotics order and
culture order was placed and detected in monitored medication/order feed data with the following results
(reflecting manual review):




F1-score = 94.67%
Precision = 94.92%
Recall = 94.43%

We also developed an NLP engine based on data that can be used in comparison. We utilized all
available free-text notes from June 11-July 21, 2018. Training labels were developed using the infection
ontology and associated discharge ICD codes. This limited the dataset to notes associated with only
1,492 visits which had one or more discharge codes. The training set consisted of 3,673 reports
associated with infection patients (positive set), and 5,232 reports associated with patients without
infection discharge code (negative set). A bag-of-words Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier was
built by first tokenizing all notes, converting individual tokens to lowercase, removing infrequent tokens
(occurring less than five times) or very frequent tokens (occurring in 50% or more of the documents), and
weighing token frequencies utilizing the tf-idf scheme (term frequency–inverse document frequency). The
following results were obtained via 10-fold cross validation:
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F1-score = 92.56%
Precision = 95.51%
Recall = 89.79%

The ML model derived from this study data resulted in lower recall, but slightly higher precision. The
MIMIC-derived model, however, is based on data from more than 55,000 visits, compared to the hospital
ML model based on only 1,492 visits. Expectations are that increasing the hospital training dataset will
increase significantly the ML model performance and will outperform the MIMIC NLP model since it will be
“tuned” on hospital-specific note formats. (See note 7.)

NLP impact on detection of sepsis
Utilizing our analysis of MIMIC ICU patients, (58,976 admissions), 41,599 had an infection indicator (see
table 12). From earlier literature, over half of typical ICU patients have an infection.
Table 12: Unique admissions triggering NLP-suspected infection from notes: 41,559
Number
Percent
Number with no structured infection data elements found
32,799
79% of total infection triggers

Structured infection data elements present
8,800
21% of total infection triggers

NLP trigger prior to structured data present
2,646
30% with NLP early warning
Within the admissions having a positive NLP flag for suspected infection, 78.8% did not have a
corresponding structured infection data element present to confirm an infection (antibiotic order, blood
cultures/order, etc.), resulting in missed or delayed recognition of sepsis. For example, in the 2,646 (30%)
cases where the NLP triggered a sepsis detection before being confirmed by a structured data element,
the average diagnostic delay was 79 hours with a median diagnostic delay of 7 hours.

Potential impact of diagnostic model on earlier identification of patients
Numerous studies have evaluated the association between antibiotic timing and mortality among patients
with sepsis presenting in emergency departments. The most common statistic quoted on delayed
antibiotics administration indicates a 7.6% increase in mortality for every hour of delay in administering
antibiotics from the time of sepsis diagnosis.
In a recent retrospective study (Liu et al., 2017) of 35,000 randomly selected inpatients with sepsis
treated at 21 emergency departments between 2010 and 2013 in Northern California, hourly delays in
antibiotic administration were associated with increased odds of hospital mortality even among patients
receiving antibiotics within 6 hours of ED registration. Chart 9 below presents adjusted odds ratios for
hospital mortality comparing patients within each hourly antibiotic administration group with the reference
group of patients given antibiotics in <1 hour. The y-axis is on logarithmic scale and the error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. A patient with delayed antibiotic therapy of more than 5 hours is
twice a likely to die.
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Fig. 8: Adjusted odds ratios for hospital mortality with additional hours to antibiotic administration

The table below shows data for non-severe Sepsis-2, showing the scale of the opportunity for earlier
identification and antibiotic intervention for hundreds of patients in the 5-month period.

Table 13: Non-severe Sepsis-2 and antibiotic intervention
1,004 total cases triggered; only 722 (72%) received antibiotics
Delay between VFusion Sepsis-2 sepsis trigger time and antibiotic administered > 1 hour = 161 cases
Average delay: 16.62 hours
Median delay: 3 hours
Maximum delay 484 hours
3 deaths (delays of 1 hour, 15 hours and 117 hours)

Even if patients did not die in these cases, the average delay of 16.6 hours for 161 cases allowed the
disease to progress and put patients at risk of post sepsis discharge syndromes causing mental
impairment and lingering organ dysfunction. In addition, there were 282 cases of sepsis that did not
receive any antibiotics at all, where indications would warrant antibiotic intervention. These cases offer a
significant opportunity to improve care and patient outcomes.
Table 14: Severe Sepsis-2 and antibiotic intervention
353 cases triggered; 270 (76%) received antibiotics
Delay between Sepsis-2 sepsis trigger time and antibiotic use > 1 hour = 40 cases
Average delay: 20.71 hours
Median delay: 3.23 hours
Maximum delay 121 hours
2 deaths (delays of 15 hours and 116 hours)

Table 14 above shows that even in these more severe cases of sepsis, the average delay for 40 cases
was over 20 hours, and 2 deaths were associated with delayed antibiotic therapy. In addition, 83 cases
identified as severe sepsis did not receive antibiotics at all.
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Comparison of VFusion model capabilities to applicable common sepsis scoring
systems
ICU scoring systems
In the table below, we have reported (Wang et al 2017) comparisons using VFusion 3-slice
knowledgebase-driven DBN (Dynamic Bayesian Network) against 24,506 ICU encounters from 19,623
patients with evidence of suspected infection identified using NLP on nursing notes (MIMIC ICU data).
The VFusion DBN AUC was found to be 0.91 for accurately predicting mortality risk, which outperformed
all other scoring tools. Continuous Net Reclassification Index and Integrated Discrimination Improvement
analysis supported the superiority of the DBN model.
Table 15: Comparison of VFusion performance against other scoring systems
AUC
Sensitivity
Specificity
PPV
NPV
F1

qSOFA

SOFA First

SOFA Max

SAPSII

MEWS

VFusion DBN

0.66
(0.637-0.683)
0.846
(0.239-1.0)
0.288
(0-0.874)
0.104
(0.076-0.133)
0.975
(0.931-1.018)
0.187
(0.146-0.228)

0.756
(0.73-0.781)
0.571
(0.317-0.825)
0.767
(0.51-1.023)
0.248
(0.085-0.412)
0.942
(0.923-0.961)
0.326
(0.224-0.428)

0.843
(0.816-0.871)
0.665
(0.544-0.787)
0.818
(0.707-0.929)
0.301
(0.21-0.392)
0.956
(0.942-0.97)
0.41
(0.341-0.478)

0.766
(0.735-0798)
0.759
(0.647-0.871)
0.63
(0.536-0.724)
0.163
(0.131-0.195)
0.966
(0.955-0.977)
0.268
(0.224-0.312)

0.729
(0.686-0.771)
0.518
(0.339-0.696)
0.775
(0.608-0.943)
0.19
(0.104-0.277)
0.945
(0.934-0.955)
0.272
(0.199-0.344)

0.91
(0.888-0.933)
0.814
(0.773-0.856)
0.88
(0.851-0.909)
0.492
(0.436-0.549)
0.971
(0.965-0.977)
0.613
(0.571-0.655)

As further evidence, in a retrospective cohort analysis (Raith et al. 2017) of >184,000 patients with
infection-related primary admission in 182 ICUs, the AUC for predicting in-hospital mortality of SOFA,
qSOFA and SIRS was found to be 0.753, 0.607 and 0.589, respectively (slightly worse than our
comparative analysis for the same indicators above). We believe these results suggest that compared
with conventional ICU mortality risk scoring tools, the VFusion knowledge-base-driven DBN algorithm
offers significantly improved performance for predicting mortality of infected patients in ICUs. It is well
known that non-specific or inaccurate alerts are soon ignored, and VFusion provides excellent accuracy
and predictive power, and also explanatory information for each alert.
ED scoring systems
In a prospective cohort analysis of >800 patients from 30 EDs of the prognostic accuracy of Sepsis-3
criteria for in-hospital mortality among patients with suspected infection presenting to the ED (Freund et
al, 2017), the AUC for in-hospital mortality of qSOFA, SOFA and SIRS/severe sepsis was found to be
0.80, 0.77 and 0.65 with sensitivities of 70%, 73% and 93% respectively, suggesting that although
qSOFA had a greater prognostic accuracy for in-hospital mortality than did either SOFA or SIRS/severe
sepsis, it had poor sensitivity to detect early stage sepsis compared to SIRS/severe sepsis. This results in
too many missed cases, where early intervention could have prevented disease progression and
mortality. Our VFusion ML performance exceeds any of these indicators for prognostic accuracy in the ED
setting.
In a VFusion study of 15,870 patients who presented to the ED, using labs and vitals observed within the
first 12 hours following presentation and the GLMNET algorithm, the AUC for in-hospital mortality was
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found to be 0.936 with a sensitivity of 0.808, suggesting VFusion has superior discrimination in detecting
mortality risk in ED patients from early data, while somewhat less sensitive than Sepsis-2 based
SIRS/severe sepsis.

A case study of identifying severe sepsis in an outlier patient
Both VFusion Sepsis-2 and Sepsis-3 models triggered a severe sepsis alert in a case of a 57-year-old
patient who was not on the SEP-1 list, did not receive antibiotics and died at the hospital. The main
reasons for triggers included “subtle signs” of infection (inflammatory blood markers found in CBC labs),
and non-specific symptoms (e.g. cloudy urine) combined with abnormal labs suggesting organ
dysfunction. The cause of death was attributed to “acute pericarditis,” which is rarely fatal. The events
abstracted from notes of the encounter suggest septic pericarditis was not considered by clinicians (no
lactates or infection biomarkers such as CRP or PCT ordered) despite the risk factors for serious infection
(dialysis, chronic conditions, uremia, need for vasopressors, etc.) that might have explained the acute
pericarditis. (See note 8.)

Conclusion
The next step in this project would be an intervention phase to confirm the specific improvements in
mortality, diagnosis, disease progression and protocol compliance. While the number of missed cases is
large for even this small hospital, it is consistent with data from many other studies. Reliable sepsis
detection is very difficult using conventional care practices without support from a CDS system. VFusion
combines the best aspects of multiple models in their expert knowledge system (sepsis 2, sepsis 3,
proprietary NLP, and SEP-1 protocol) to improve both sensitivity and specificity, producing an early alert
system for sepsis with minimal false alarms. When it is implemented effectively, the results are profound
from a clinical, patient safety and financial perspective.

______________________________________________________________________

Notes and Limitations
1. Of the 14,349 encounters, the average number of HL7 ADT messages received was 15, and
14.3% had IATRIC telemetry data in addition to ADT data. Notably, in non-telemetered patients,
the only source of vital sign data (e.g. temp, HR, RR, SBP, DBP, SpO2) were in ADT messages
that were only transmitted when ADT events occurred; in these patients there was no access to
real time vital signs data. In telemetered patients there was no availability of real time patient
body temperature, an important sepsis biomarker (Young and Bellomo 2014). Finally, there was
no/limited availability of contextual information that would support accurate interpretation of
abnormal vitals/labs such as surgery data (scheduled/performed) and problem lists (e.g. chronic
conditions) that would “explain” abnormal signs/labs to reduce false positives.
2. To detect in real-time patients that meet either of these criteria using commonly available
asynchronous EMR data (e.g. vitals, labs, radiology reports) requires the simultaneous
processing of a multitude of elements of evidence and use of experience-based clinical reasoning
(inferencing, heuristics) to establish when apparent abnormal vitals, labs, and/or symptoms
suggesting SIRS or SOFA-based organ dysfunction are an acute consequence of infection. The
presence of community-acquired infection is generally unobservable in early stages of ER
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encounters; the emergence of hospital-acquired infections can be subtle and missed, especially
in ward patients. Moreover, concepts like “dysregulated host response” are not observable, and
chronic conditions or surgeries can be confounders in distinguishing infectious vs. non-infectious
etiology of abnormal signs of organ dysfunction.
3. Both the Sepsis-2 and Sepsis-3 definitions require evidence of infection. In studies validating the
SOFA-based Sepsis-3 criteria, the investigators used evidence of a use of antibiotics and orders
for body fluid cultures (blood, urine, spinal fluid, etc.) co-occurring within a specific time interval of
each other to define a cohort with suspected infection (e.g. if antibiotic event occurred first, then a
culture sampling must have occurred within 24 hours for a case to be “suspected infection”). It is
important to note that, beyond evidence of infection required by both definitions of sepsis, the
Sepsis-2 (“non-severe”) sepsis trigger is highly dependent on vitals and (other than WBC)
independent of labs, while the Sepsis-3 “sepsis” trigger is mostly independent of vitals (except for
MAP) and highly dependent on detection of acute changes in labs and medications underlying
the SOFA scoring algorithm (Singer et al. 2016).
In our diagnostic models we extend use of antibiotics and cultures as “strong” elements of
evidence of infection to include structured-element components of nursing notes or infection risk
assessments (e.g. suspected infection screens) and a “mini-NLP” screen of physician notes for
admitting diagnosis of infection. We also employ “weaker” evidence that includes reported
“explicit” symptoms of infection (e.g. dysuria, SOB, altered mental status, etc.). Recent studies
indicate that, beyond explicit symptoms, vague symptoms such as fatigue, weakness, etc.
independently predict mortality in septic shock (Filbin et al. 2018).
The following diagnostic models are implemented in VFusion (all operating in parallel):
Sepsis-2 based Models (all include both strong and weak suspected infection triggers):







Sepsis -2/CMS SEP-1 Sepsis (Sepsis-2 sepsis criteria using SEP-1 timing constraint)
Sepsis-2/CMS SEP-1 Severe Sepsis (Sepsis -2 severe sepsis criteria using SEP-1 timing
constraint)
Sepsis-2/CMS SEP-1 Shock (Sepsis -2 shock criteria using SEP-1 timing constraint)
Sepsis-2 sepsis (Sepsis-2 criteria using NIH study timing constraint)
Sepsis-2 severe sepsis (Sepsis-2 criteria using NIH study timing constraint)
Sepsis-2 shock (Sepsis-2 criteria using NIH study timing constraint)

Sepsis-3 based Models (all include both strong and weak evidence of infection except Sepsis3/no weak):
 qSOFA sepsis (qSOFA score >= 2)
 qSOFA shock (qSOFA criteria + refractory hypotension/lactate > 4)
 Sepsis-3 sepsis (SOFA >=2 + suspected infection including symptoms)
 Sepsis-3 sepsis/no weak (SOFA >=2 + suspected infection w/o weak evidence)
 Sepsis-3/Sepsis-2 sepsis (SOFA >=2 + Sepsis-2 sepsis)
 Sepsis-3 Shock (Sepsis 3 shock criteria)
4. Results from laboratory tests and vital measurements are considered in this analysis, including
vitals, blood gas (pH, PO2, PCO2, HCO3, Base Deficiency), Creatinine, INR, PT, ALT, bilirubin,
hematocrit, WBC counts, Platelet counts, neutrophil counts, and base deficiency. Table 1 shows
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basic statistics of included numeric variables. Non-numeric features also included ventilation,
presence of 2 or more symptoms of infection (“weak” suspected infection evidence) and orders
for cultures and non-prophylactic antibiotics (“strong” evidence of suspected infection)
5. The thresholds chosen to evaluate the performance of each model considers a goal of
maintaining at least an 80% rate of sensitivity and less than 15 false alerts per day (Brown et al.
2016). Performance metrics based on 10-fold cross validation. The data in this care setting
covers roughly 5 months (150 days) over 14349 encounters. Using these numbers an estimated
95 encounters per day is used to calculate an estimated number of false positives per day;
EFP/day.
6. In VFusion applications where such structured “weak evidence” may not be available and we
seek pre-antibiotics/culture early signs/symptoms of infection, free text notes developed during
early stages of encounters by triage clinicians or examining physicians suggesting possible
serious infection may contain expressions of explicit infectious conditions (e.g. “rash”,
“chills/rigor”, “dysuria”, “altered mentation” or “delayed cap refill”, etc.), vague symptoms (e.g.
“fatigue”, “weakness”, “abdominal pain w/o fever (Filbin et al. 2018), and/or documented
impressions in early imaging studies (e.g. infiltrates, consolidation) that can contain important
evidence of infection. VFusion NLP was developed to help detect evidence of infections from
nursing notes and radiology based on a study of MIMIC data (in nursing notes: reported in
Apostolova, Velez 2017; in radiology unreported) to support both diagnostic and predictive
models.
7. In addition, the relatively small number of training examples prevented us from utilizing deep
learning techniques (which require more training data), such as word-level Convolutional Neural
Networks or Bi-LSTM, which can better preserve the token context and word-order semantics. As
negation and speculation are important to the understanding of clinical notes (e.g. "pulmonary
edema has resolved" vs "pulmonary edema has worsened"), in our experience, deep learning
models capable of preserving word-order and token context tend to outperform SVM models on
similar tasks by as much as 5% absolute F1-score improvement.
VFusion’s NLP engine has been successfully applied to identifying pneumonia and pulmonary
edema patients in radiology reports of various formats, applicable to hospital radiology data.
Utilizing MIMIC3 data, we first attempted to use structured data such as diagnosis and procedure
codes (ICD and CPT codes) to identify both pneumonia and pulmonary edema patients. Analysis
revealed that such conditions are not always appropriately coded for several reasons. For
example, clinicians advised that pulmonary edema (ICD9 code 518.4) is rarely coded, as it is
mostly seen as a symptom and not an actual diagnosis. The ICD-based approach of creating a
training set was moderately successful, e.g. an f1-score of 76% for identifying pneumonia in
radiology reports.
To improve the engine performance, we then utilized clinicians’ knowledge coded in Cmaps as a
set of phrases associated with both conditions. For example, pulmonary edema phrases, such as
“bilateral pleural effusions”, etc. The keywords were semi-automatically extended via wordembeddings and phrase-embeddings. Word and phrase embeddings were generated from all
available free-text nursing and radiology notes utilizing word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013). Word
embeddings are vector representations of words and phrases that reflect the semantics of the
word/phrase as they are created by utilizing the word/phrase context. We then identified
words/phrases whose embeddings have high cosine similarity with the original seed keywords. In
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addition, in the case of Radiology reports, negation and uncertainty are often expressed. For
example, a radiology report may indicate that there is "no evidence of pneumonia, pulmonary
edema" or that "pulmonary edema and small pleural effusions have completely resolved". To
identify such cases as negative examples, we utilized a modified version of the NegEx algorithm
(Chapman et al. 2001). As is often the case with rule-based approaches, the set of developed
rules was able to accurately identify positive cases (achieving high precision score), but also
missed reports in which pneumonia or pulmonary edema symptoms were expressed using a
different language (low recall score).
In an attempt to increase recall, we also developed a ML-based NLP model. As training sets we
utilized the positive cases identified by the rule-based approach, and a random sample of the rest
were considered negative examples. This training dataset, based on imperfect rules, introduced
some noise. However, it has been shown that ML text classification algorithms are able to
achieve high performance at relatively high levels of noise (Agarwal et al. 2007); (Frénay and
Verleysen 2014). In fact, performance measured on noisy training sets (via, for example, crossvalidation) is over-pessimistic. It has been shown that ML models generated from noisy datasets
perform much better when evaluated on clean test sets (10 to 30% improvement at high training
set noise levels) (Apostolova Emilia and Kreek 2018).
We utilized two state-of-the-art text classification algorithms: SVM and word-level CNN (Zhao and
Wu 2016) (Collobert and Weston 2008). The training set consisted of 178,285 radiology reports.
A bag-of-words SVM classifier achieved an f1-score of 85.45, precision of 86.46 and recall of
84.47 measured via 10-fold cross-validation. Radiology reports often express negation and
uncertainty around the presence of pulmonary edema signs. As a result, the limitation of losing
order in the bag-of-words approach posed a problem. In addition to the bag-of-words SVM, we
also utilized a deep learning approach in which order is preserved, a word-level CNN. We used
pre-trained on all radiology reports word embeddings of size 100, the sequence length equal to
the 90th percentile of the training texts; a convolutional layer with 100 filters and window size 8;
global max pooling; 0 or 1 dense layers of size 100 and dropout rate of 0.5; ReLU activation; a
final dense layer with Softmax activation. CNN outperformed the SVM classifier and achieved an
f1-score of 87.62, with precision of 89.33, and recall of 85.98. Manual analysis revealed that the
ML models, built on training sets created via rules, were able to accurately identify additional
pneumonia and pulmonary edema radiology reports that did not match the original set of rules.
8. Acute Pericarditis:
ED course: Patient is a 57-year-old female with multiple medical problems who presented to the
emergency department with the chief complaint of chest pain. Patient was recently hospitalized
August 6, 2018 to August 12, 2018 with new onset atrial fibrillation with a rapid ventricular
response. Patient was discharged home and reported that after returning home, after awakening,
she began to experience chest discomfort localized to the substernal region of her chest without
radiation. This was associated with shortness of breath, no nausea, no vomiting or diaphoresis.
Upon arrival in the emergency department EKG showed signs of pericarditis with diffuse ST
elevation except in lead AVR. Given patient's chest discomfort and ST elevations,
recommendation was made for patient to be transferred, however after speaking with hospitalist
team regarding the findings, Dr. XXX, nephrologist, who was covering per Dr. YYY (Critical Care
ER Physician) informed him that the patient simply needed several days of hemodialysis as
management and did not require transfer to their facility. She had a 2nd troponin which returned
negative. Patient continued to have chest discomfort and received a dose of Dilaudid. Symptoms
were improved thereafter.
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Patient was monitored on telemetry, discussed with hospitalist who recommended transfer to
tertiary facility. Spoke with Cardiology Dr. ZZZ who stated patient does not need emergent echo
and can be admitted to regular medical service. Spoke with Medicine and Nephrology Dr. XXX
again who stated patient could be cared for here (), simply needing dialysis and an
echocardiogram.
ED Diagnosis: Acute pericarditis/syncope/uremia
Hospital Course: She was admitted to the hospital and her course was as follows: Patient had
code blue arrest. Patient had received Narcan, 2 doses epinephrine and sodium bicarbonate with
return of spontaneous circulation. Patient was transferred to ICU and had recurrent bradycardia
to asystole requiring 2 doses of epinephrine, calcium chloride and sodium bicarbonate with return
of spontaneous circulation. Discussions were undertaken with a son, a daughter, and husband
regarding plans to discontinue efforts as patient was having recurrent code blue arrest despite
best efforts without sustained return of spontaneous circulation and efforts had been going on for
over an hour. No further treatments were administered, and patient developed bradycardia to
asystole and death was pronounced at 3:20 a.m.
Past medical history:
 End-stage renal disease on hemodialysis Monday Wednesday Friday
 Coronary artery disease
 Congestive, diastolic dysfunction
 Hepatitis-C
 Hypertension
 Type 2 diabetes
 Peripheral vascular disease
 Anemia
 Hyperlipidemia
 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
 GERD
 Atrial fibrillation
 CT scan with findings concerning for primary lung neoplasm with metastatic adenopathy
Vitals:
Date/Time
8/13/18 01:01
8/13/18 02:46
8/13/18 03:00
8/13/18 06:16

Temp

Pulse

Resp.

B/P (MAP) (Vasopressors)

97.3
97.6

63
57
64
68

30
12
18
18

118/53 (74)
101/52 (68)
102/49 (66)
116/72 (87)

SpO2 (Nasal
Cannula)
93
92
94
96

Labs:
Laboratory Tests (notably no lactate ordered)
Test
8/13/18 00:02, 2:30, 05:33, 05:53
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White Blood Count 13.20 10 3/uL Pending
Red Blood Count 3.27 10 6/uL Pending
Hemoglobin 9.0 G/DL Pending
Hematocrit 30.3 % Pending
Mean Corpuscular Volume 92.7 FL Pending
Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin 27.5 PG Pending
Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin
Concent 29.7 G/DL Pending
Red Cell Distribution Width 17.8 %
Platelet Count 257 10 3/uL Pending
Mean Platelet Volume 11.0 FL Pending
Differential Total Cells
Counted 100
Immature Granulocytes % 1.7 % Pending
Neutrophils % (Manual) 81.0 %
Band Neutrophils % 1 %
Lymphocytes % (Manual) 8 %
Monocytes % (Manual) 8.0 %
Metamyelocytes % 2 %
Nucleated Red Blood Cells % 0.5 Pending
Immature Granulocytes # 0.23 10 3/uL Pending
Nucleated Red Blood Cells # 0.07 10 3/uL Pending
Platelet Estimate Normal
Hypochromasia 1+
Anisocytosis 1+
Prothrombin Time 34.3 SECONDS
International Ratio (AnticoagTher) 3.40
APTT Normal Mean 47.3 SECONDS
Sodium Level 128 MMOL/L Pending
Potassium Level 5.3 MMOL/L Pending
Chloride Level 92 MMOL/L Pending
Carbon Dioxide Level 12.0 MMOL/L Pending
Blood Urea Nitrogen 46 MG/DL Pending
Creatinine 5.5 MG/DL Pending
Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate 9.67 Pending
Glucose Level 240 MG/DL Pending
Calcium Level 9.0 MG/DL Pending
Total Bilirubin 1.1 MG/DL
Aspartate Amino Transf (AST/SGOT) 68 U/L
Alanine Aminotransferase
(ALT/SGPT) 24 U/L
Alkaline Phosphatase 169 U/L
Total Creatine Kinase 21 U/L
Creatine Kinase MB 1.9 NG/ML
Creatine Kinase MB Relative Index %
Troponin < 0.04 NG/ML < 0.04 NG/ML Pending
B-Type Natriuretic Peptide 1512 PG/ML
Total Protein 8.8 G/DL
Albumin 3.2 G/DL
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Bedside Glucose 231 MG/DL
Phosphorus Level Pending
Magnesium Level Pending
Microbiology
8/13/18 VRE Surveillance Culture - Final, Complete Vre Present
8/13/18 MRSA Surveillance Culture - Final, Complete NEGATIVE FOR MRSA
Death Summary
(Re) Admission Date: Aug 13, 2018
Date of Death: Aug 14, 2018
Cause of Death:
Acute Pericarditis
ESRD on HD
CAD
Primary lung Neoplasm
Acute pericarditis usually is a self-limiting disease without significant complications or recurrences
in 70% to 90% of patients. 80-90% of acute pericarditis is viral in origin and often labelled as
“idiopathic”. Because of the relatively benign course associated with the most common causes of
pericarditis (>80 percent of cases), guidelines suggest that it is not necessary to search for the
etiology in all patients. As such, most patients are treated for a presumptive viral cause (e.g. with
NSAIDS). Patients with acute idiopathic or viral pericarditis have a good long-term prognosis.
Cardiac tamponade rarely occurs in patients with acute idiopathic pericarditis and is more
common in patients with a specific underlying etiology such as malignancy, tuberculosis, or
purulent pericarditis. Purulent pericarditis, the most serious form of bacterial pericarditis, is
always fatal if untreated.
Most cases of purulent pericarditis are associated with nosocomial bloodstream infections (such
as in the setting of dialysis), thoracic surgery, or immunosuppression (e.g., HIV, chemotherapy).
Bacterial pericarditis occurs by direct infection during trauma, thoracic surgery, or catheter
drainage, by spread from an intrathoracic, myocardial, or sub diaphragmatic focus, and by
hematogenous dissemination. Health problems that may increase risk of developing this disorder
include:






immune deficiency conditions such as HIV or AIDS
chronic diseases, such as ESRD, diabetes
alcohol abuse
vascular heart disease
uremia
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Appendices
Appendix 1

Table 16: Sepsis predictive models’ basic statistics of included numeric variables
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Appendix 2
Fig. 9: Variable importance 12 hours – all features

Fig. 10: Variable importance 12 hour – no vitals

Figure 11: Variable importance 12 hour – no labs
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 4
ROI Analysis Hospital

$
$

2,104.00
2,805.00
4,794
10,857

Cost per Day for LOS Calculation
Average Revenue Accretion per case
Admissions per Year
Medicare billable amount for non-HAI sepsis DRG 871 with MCC

4.30%
3.00%

$
$

National average Incidince of Sepsis / Septicemia for all inpatient stays AHRQ
Estimated actual cases coded as DRG 870, 871, 872 (sepsis or septicemia) at your facility
Median of alignnment between ICD9 coded sepsis and physician chart review is 30%
https://www.healio.com/infectious-disease/antimicrobials/news/online/%7B1daf2290-f9c6-4fe5-aa35-7d637b459d61%7D/sepsis-surveillance-limited-by-var
6.00%
Probable actual cases of sepsis at your facility (based on either sepsis 2 or sepsis 3 criteria
50%
Percent of cases that are considered NOT HAIs (onset less than 48 hours after admission)
** Note that Vivace helps identify sepsis cases SOONER by 6-18 hours, so some HAI cases will actually be correctly identified as community acquired
288
Estimated total number of sepsis cases at your facility identified with Vivace
144
Estimated incremental number of sepsis cases at your facility identified with Vivace
103.6 SEP-1 extrapolated annualized
579,019 Inremental revenue per year for NON-HAI sepsis cases
115,804 Incremental revenue for 10% shift to true CAI vs. HAI
12.2%

$
$

$

Sepsis is the number one cause of readmissions
https://www.upmc.com/media/news/yende-sepsis
35
Estimated readmissions at your facility involving sepsis
65,000,000 Approximate Medicare inpatient revenue
-0.85%
Current readmission adjustment
also
1% penalty for Hospital Acquired Conditions, inlcuding ifections
552,500.00 Total lost revenue due to readmissions

2
Estimated LOS reduction per sepsis case
https://journals.lww.com/ccmjournal/Abstract/2010/04000/Impact_of_the_Surviving_Sepsis_Campaign_protocols.3.aspx
575
Total LOS days reduction due to early intervention for sepsis all cases
1,210,389 Cost avoidance where there is no additional reimbursement for incremental LOS
52%

$

Current compliance rate with SEP-1 protocol for CQM Medicare (national average is 50%)
Estimate at least 50% improvement with real time protocol compliance tracking to 67%

2,457,712.30 Total of avoidable expense and missed revenue opportunities

https://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/reports/statbriefs/sb225-Inpatient-US-Stays-Trends.jsp
Table 2. Most common diagnoses for hospital stays, 2005 and 2014
Principal
diagnosis

2005
Rank

Number of
stays
37,843,000

2014
Percent

Rank

100

Number of
stays
35,358,800

Percent
100

Percent
change
in
number
-6.6

All stays
Pregnancy,
childbirth
Newborns,
neonates

1

4,564,000

12.1

1

4,153,700

11.7

-9.9

2

4,288,300

11.3

2

3,954,100

11.2

-8.5

Septicemia

—

518,000

1.4

3

1,514,100

4.3

192.3

Osteoarthritis
Congestive heart
failure

7

715,900

1.9

4

1,070,500

3

49.5

5

1,053,100

2.8

5

901,400

2.5

-14.4

Pneumonia

3

1,303,900

3.4

6

882,700

2.5

-32.3

Mood disorders
8
690,900
1.8
7
851,100
2.4
23.2
Cardiac
dysrhythmias
9
674,200
1.8
8
665,600
1.9
-1.3
Complication of
device/implant/gr
aft
—
596,000
1.6
9
633,000
1.8
6.2
Acute myocardial
infarction
10
641,700
1.7
10
608,800
1.7
-5.1
Coronary
atherosclerosis
and other heart
disease
4
1,076,100
2.8
—
397,700
1.1
-63
Nonspecific chest
pain
6
798,200
2.1
—
295,800
0.8
-62.9
Notes: Number of stays is rounded to the nearest 100. Pe rcent is based on unrounded values.
Maternal and neonatal stays are grouped by Major Diagnostic Category (MDC 14: Pregnancy,
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